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ABSTRACT
Chhattisgarh is a state which ranks tenth position in case of population as well as area. People
of this state possess a very ancient history and culture filled with traditions and custom. The people
show care and consciousness regarding their dress up. Their culture and tradition is best expressed
through their wearing style with their accessories. Chhattisgarhi people are very creative and excel in
making traditional handicrafts. Even after a lot of political and economical problems in their tribe,
they pay a lot of attention regarding their clothing. Their costumes are very unique as well as
attractive. Along with other activities they perform various activities to variate their clothing style.
Key wordsConsciousness, Handicraft, Variate, Management.
IntroductionChhattisgarh was carved out from Madhya Pradesh, on 1 November 2000. The state, which
was referred to with several names like Dakshin Koshal, Ratnapur, Mahakoshal, Cheddisgarh and
Chattisghar, is now officially called Chhattisgarh. The movement for a separate Chhattisgarh started
from the early twenties and became a reality only in the beginning of the twenty-first century.
Today, Chhattisgarh is a fast developing state. It is divided into 18 districts which include:
Kawardha, Raigarh, Koriya, Durg, Kanker (North Bastar), Bijapur, Rajnandgaon, Bastar, Surguja,
Narayanpur, Bilaspur, Dhamtari, Dantewada(South Bastar),Koraba, Mahasamund and JanjgirChampa. The northern and southern portion of this state is hilly, while the central portion has a fertile
belt of plains. Mahanadi is the geographically important river here. Raipur is the capital city, and also
happens to be the largest city in this state. The other important cities include Bastar, Durg and
Bilaspur.
The 10th largest state of India, Chhattisgarh is the richest in heritage, culture and diversity
in various groups. The widespread forests and distinct geographical features are some of the prime
attractions inherent to this region. However, what truly adds to the cultural heritage of Chhattisgarh is
the presence of several tribal and ethnic groups, especially their creative and unique take on fabrics
and apparels.
The citizens of Chhattisgarh are characterized by a hard working nature, exhibiting their
complete energy in cultural as well as factorial activities. The people of Chhattisgarh constitute about
27% of the tribal population of the Bastar. What truly adds to the culture of Chhattisgarh is the
existence of tribal groups and their uniqueness in fabrics and apparels. The tribals of Chhattisgarh
have totally different pattern of lifestyle. Major tribal groups are Gond tribe, Baiga tribe, Bison tribe,
Muria tribe, Halba tribe.
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Origin and History
Chhattisgarh exhibits a varied ethnic value for its tribal groups. One of the most typical
mannerism in which the tribal women of Chhattisgarh wear sari is known as Kachhora. It is purely
made from fabrics like cotton, silk & linen in bright colours. The state is well known for its tribal
weaving since ancient times, a skill set that had been adopted from the different tribal cultures. It had
also taken on various fabric making techniques from its parent state Madhya Pradesh.
Chhattisgarh is full of tribal who are supposed to be cultural as well as indigenous who
reside in the dense forest of the state. There are a lot of disruptions for the tribes regarding their
cultural activities. However they are well known for their weaving excellency since ancient times,
which they have genetically received from their ancestors.
The women of Chhattisgarh are famous for wearing `Lugda` (sari) and `Polkha` (blouse)
along with attractive ornaments and jewels which was also an integral part of the culture and
heritage.Another prominent fabric making technique which is used worldwide today is Batik, a gift
from the heritage of Chhattisgarh. Batik weaving and tie-dye have been one of the prominent
techniques of making fabrics in this state. Cloth is tied up firmly with threads and then dipped in
multi-colored dyes. This produces multi-color prints; this technique is also called Bandhani and is
used to create fabrics all over the world.
The various ethnic tribes that are prevalent in the state contribute immensely in the way the
people of Chhattisgarh dress. The bright and vibrant colors used in the fabric and textile of the saris
the women wear, and the turbans that adorn the heads of the males are unique and diverse in style and
mannerisms that are purely intrinsic to this region.
StyleIt is the tribal wear of Chhattisgarh that bequeaths the clothing of the people of this state
with their exclusive identity and style. The women love to dress up and flaunt their tribal designs in
their traditional as well as modern wear. There is certain uniformity in spite of the diversity in the
way these women and men don their outfits, which makes their traditional attire and culture even
more appealing.
CultureThe rich cultural climate of Chhattisgarh has a predominantly tribal character and is
manifested in the cuisines of Chhattisgarh, which includes exotic items like red ant chutney and
mahua. Similarly, the handicrafts of Chhattisgarh, which is characterized by exquisite bamboo works,
wood works, paintings and terracotta works, are other timeless cultural expressions of this state,
which can be manifested as prized mementos in your well-adorned drawing rooms, on the other side
of the planet. The costumes of Chhattisgarh also have a tribal influence. The costumes of the tribals
of Chhattisgarh have loud-coloured fabrics, metal jewellery and wooden bangles, all of which make
the state's tribal women more lively and colourful. Tribal men, with dhotis and headgears of cotton
turbans, complement their womenfolk's ethnic fashion statements.
The culture of Chhattisgarh is a mixture of literature art and craft which is derived from
their daily routine. Most of the decorative patterns which are used in their work is from their
mythology and religion. People of Chhattisgarh are quite emotionally attached with their own culture,
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religion and traditions, which is visible from their consciousness. The tribal women love to dress up
and flaunt their dress up in traditional as well as modern appealing.

Chhattisgarh- Hill Maria tribes costumes

Costumes The Chhattisgarhi costume is very unique and attractive. Usually they prefer very bright
and colourful attires. Women mostly prefer diversity in their outfits however men do not and the
culture they prefer is more appealing. The tribal woman have a lot of addiction for various several
kinds of jewelry which is usually made up of various kinds of metals, wooden articles, glass articles
etc. the male tribal group wear simple and sleeveless jacket with dhotis made up of cotton, jute or
linen. They also prefer head gears like cotton turbans. As like women, tribal men also choose bright
colours for their attire. There is quite uniformity in outfits in spite of diversity in tradition. The tribal
people of Chhattisgarh use Tie and Dye as a common technique to make fabrics, which are popularly
known as Batik. During tribal festivals, they are seen in highly gaudy costumes with vibrant colours
and striking features.
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The women of Chhattisgarh are well known for wearing a sari known as ‘Lugda’ in
kachhora style along with the blouse which is known as ‘Polkha’. Lugda is made up of linen silk or
cotton fibers. The sarees preferred by female tribe are usually died with vibrant colours (red and
green mostly).
Chhattisgarh has various tribal groups living in the state. These groups have contributed to
the vividness of the costumes worn by the people of Chhattisgarh. Fabrics like cotton, silk and linen
in various colors are used to make clothes in this state. The tribal men and women wear bright and
colorful costumes. Use of a variety of colors in the costumes is the distinct feature of the costumes
worn here. Jewelry like neckpieces made of metal casts, silver ghunghrus, chunky wooden bangles,
etc. is worn widely by the tribal population. Men in tribal groups like Halbas , Ghotuls , Abhuj
Marias, Murias , etc. wear dhotis and headgears like cotton turbans,for protection from the harsh sun
during the day. The women wear knee-length or full length sarees in bright colours.

Chhattisgarh is a state with a rich heritage, striking diversity, lush green forests, distinct
geographical features and a multitude of ethnic groups. The state, formerly a part of Madhya Pradesh,
was bifurcated from the later in November 2000. The presence of several ethnic tribal groups adds
more hues to the costumes of Chhattisgarh.
The costumes of Chhattisgarh exhibit colours. Fabrics like linen, silk and cotton are used in
the costumes made here. The craftsmen of this state have borrowed various fabric-making techniques
from its neighbouring and parent state of Madhya Pradesh.
It is the tribal costumes of Chhattisgarh that endow the costumes of the state with a unique
identity and arise interest among the tourists. The tribal men and women wear bright and colourful
costumes. Use of a variety of colours in the costumes is the distinct feature of the costumes worn
here. Jewelry like neckpieces made of metal casts, silver ghungroos, chunky wooden bangles, etc. is
worn widely by the tribal population. Men in tribal groups like Halbas, Ghotuls, Abhuj Marias,
Murias, etc. wear dhotis and headgears like cotton turbans, for protection from the harsh sun during
the day. The women wear knee-length or full length sarees in bright colours.
A wonderful display of tribal costumes can be witnessed during festivals. Peacock feathers,
bright headgears, chunky ornaments made of wood, metal, etc. lend a colourful atmosphere to the air
of festivities. Gaudy costumes in striking colours too are features of the tribal festivals. Ornaments
made of beads, feathers and cowries are seen amply in these festivals. Ghungroos and beads made of
silver and other material make a tinkling sound and add to the already-high spirit of the
festivals.Hence the costumes of Chhattisgarh are the costumes of the rural and tribal groups. They are
rich, beautiful and inimitable.
Accessories Accessories form a important part for Chhattisgarh’s clothing style particularly women’s interest is
much extensive than men. They feel that their personality is incomplete without accessories. Their
thinking is that they look standard by using various kinds of accessories; this is so because their
clothing is simple and elegant. Tribal costume jewelry is made of silver stones, metals or wooden
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articles in the form of earrings, anklets, necklace, bangles, bajubandhs, and waist chain etc. The
women enhance themselves with the following accessories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Silver necklace known as ‘Suta’.
Nose ring known as ‘Phuli’.
Earrings known as ‘Bali’ and ‘khuntis’.
A waist chain made up of silver metal known as ‘kardhani’.
Bangles in arms known as ‘chudas’.
Toe ring known as ‘bichiya’ which is symbol of marriage.
A ring worn in upper arm which is known as ‘pounchhi’.
It’s not just the women who love to dress and accessorize their garments, but the men also
take a keen interest in various kinds of ornamentation’s. The accessories used by men are not
as extensive as females. They prefer very less articles to add on them self. They wear :
1. A neck piece made of beads known as ‘koundhi’.
2. A thick bangle in their arms known as ‘kadhah’.
The accessories and the ornaments they carry their personalities is not just a show off but it’s a
symbol of their refined culture and tradition.

InnovationThe tribal people of Chhattisgarh were much concerned regarding their traditional
clothing. With the passage of time changes are the rule of environment, so is the case of
Chhattisgarhi people. They took a track to innovate their lifestyle, so as to enhance their ancient
way of attire. The kachhora style sari which was originally worn by the tribal people is now
adorned by the younger generation. They took a step to innovate the sari by making some
variations. They started using various techniques which are used in fabric making such as Batik,
Bandhani, etc. along with variations in them. Fabric is painted with molten wax and is dyed with
various colors of cold dyes to produce various designs.
In urban areas of Chhattisgarh men prefer trousers and shirts. Females prefer sarees and salwar
suit. The costumes they wear are just like as worn all over in India. The tribal women also have
started wearing varieties of sarees like Maheshwari sarees, Chanderi silk sarees, Odisha silk sarees,
batik sarees etc. They have no other characteristic feature but the changes seen in their attire is of
quite worth and remarkable.

Global InfluenceIt’s the tribal costumes that attract the designers and tourists worldwide. The art of fabric
making is now being used widely. Batik which is a trademark of the state is an art followed by
designers. The bright and vibrant color combinations with tribal prints are now a trademark of the
fashion industry, just like Batik. The turbans worn by the people of the Chattisgarh tribes is now
widely used as a headgear or an accessory by various fashion experts.
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Conclusion
The people of Chhattisgarh are very traditional and costmary. The dressing style and accessories
they carry on their personality is the symbol of their love and authenticity towards their culture.
Their culture is a blend of their religion and economic lifestyle, their knowledge regarding their
lifestyle is going to be changing on continuously with the passage of time. With the rapid pace of
time the tribals of Chhattisgarh have also learnt to change their attire along with their personality.
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